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Introduction
• Losses in optical fibres hinder the direct transmission
of quantum signals
• Quantum Repeaters (QRs) [1] can solve the problem
• Satellite links can bridge long distances [2]
• With satellites, few QRs are sufficient to reach global
distances
• Orbiting repeater stations greatly improve the
performance, reliability and flexibility and seem
feasible
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Standard QR chain configuration [1] (in optical
fibres). Divide the link in 2𝑛 elementary links.

Scheme GG

S produces and sends pairs of entangled photons
to the adjacent QRs [4].
Entanglement sources (S) on satellites: substitute
fibre links with satellite double down-links [2,5] or
inter-satellite links [3]
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BB84 protocol, measurement on the entangled pairs shared at the end points
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QR analysis of [7], added inefficiencies, probabilistic
ES and no Entanglement Distillation (ED) [8].

The error rate
in the Z (X) basis is monitored
in the final measurements of the quantum states at the
end points, is the binary entropy.
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Advantages of scheme OO over OG

Results

• Much less weather dependent, requires good weather
conditions only at the end points
• Potential almost world-wide coverage with few
satellites
• Easy trans-oceanic links (very difficult in OG)
• Longer fly-by duration

Parameters
• Ultra low-loss fibres (attenuation α=0.17 dB/km)
• Imperfect Gaussian beams with quality factor 𝑀2
• We assumed long coherence times of the memories
• Included mixing with environmental photons
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